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TGIF
Regulations
Modified

Bob
O'Connell:
ASB's
PR Man

by Amy Hallman

TGIF's are popular among USD
students, but the school-sponsored
event is not without its correspond
ing difficulties. Although the majority
of students are more than capable of
maintaining a respectable level of
maturity, there do exist a few in
dividuals who create problems and
can threaten the future of the TG's.
Skip Walsh, Director of Resident
Life, recently composed a memo
randum enumerating various dam
aging incidents resulting from the
September 11th TG. Some students
were arrested for reckless driving
while others were taken into custody
for attempting to evade arrest. Other
incidents included the setting off of a
fire alarm and the throwing of ob
jects at a security vehicle which had
arrived to take an injured student to
the hospital.
Despite the problems arising from
the TG parties, the administration
will continue to sponsor the event if
the following procedures and regula
tions are followed:
—Students must present valid
USD ID's at the TG.
—Cups will be available at the TG
for 50 cents. No other cups will be
accepted. Graduate students must
pay $1.50.
—Meal cards will be required
when Food Service provides a meed.
—Students must form orderly lines
while waiting to have cups filled.
—No parking is permitted at the
Sports Center or behind the field
house. Those exempt from this
parking regulation include the Sports
Center staff, resident priests and
athletes practicing during TG hours.

by Carol Damon

The ASB has created a new ad
ministrative post, director of public
relations, to be chaired by Bob
O'Connell.
A void between the University's
public relations department and the
student government has developed
in the past. A gap in communica
tions with other San Diego schools
has also evolved. This new director
ship will hopefully bridge these
shortcomings.
O'Connell has set three goals for
himself this year, but he feels "this
will be a planning year." A regular
staff is not necessary at this time, as
most of the work involves legwork
which one person can handle.
Advertising University events has
always been inadequate. Since stu
dent's pay such high A.S. fees, it is
impossible to charge the amounts re
quired to cover speakers. The aver
age cost of a "good" speaker is
$6,000. The only way to prevent the
'flops' of last year is through the use
of advertising. This can only be
achieved by the use of public media.
School publications and notices will
not receive the notoreity needed to
produce a success. Sara Finn, Uni
versity Director of Public Relations,
is providing O'Connell with the con
tacts that will draw those outside of
the USD community.
Another factor in the production
of successful projects is the preven
tion of overlapping of functions with
other schools. USD in the past has
scheduled engagements concurrent
ly with other schools. If USD has
planned a guest speaker and SDSU
is holding a major concert, the
chances of a well-received speech is
unlikely. O'Connell plans on open
ing lines of comunication between
the area schools. He is going to use a
large part of his budget as an am
bassador of goodwill. A luncheon to
which the presidents of all the
schools are invited to attend is portunity to pursue larger events
scheduled for late November.
than would normally be possible.
At these gatherings, the subject of
Concerts and speakers might be
blockbooking will be looked into in signed in conjunction with other
much detail. Through the use of
smaller schools, such as USIU or
blockbooking, which is the simultan- USD students might get reduced
ious booking of personalities, USD rates at the larger schools. These ac
would save money as well as the op tions may prevent the AS fees from

—No alcohol may be brought
In from off-campus.

Bob O'Connell
spiraling even higher than the pre
sent rate.
Since this is the first year for the
directorship, O'Connell will have to
lay the foundation. He plans on
formulating a catalogue listing
various agents, who manage the
performers. By combining all of this

Photo by Mark Ryland
information new directors won't
have to start from scratch each
September. A workshop is planned
for this year so the chairpersons will
work in accordance instead of sepa
rately. Hopefully, this will create a
unity that has been lacking in the
past.

The ASB has also suggested some
common sense guidelines for the
safety and well-being of students
participating in the TG events.
Students are requested to follow
signs present at the TG and to be
polite to the TG staff. It is also advis
ed that students look after fellow
students: if for example, your friend
is intoxicated, see that he or she
does not drive a vehicle, and that
they return home safely.
Tomorrow, September 25, is the
date set for the Bacchus Festival. For
(Continued on Page 3)

Student Research Grants Available

While only a freshman at USD,
Susan Cullinan spent her summer
working on a research project with
Drs. Woodson and Burnett in the
Biology department. Her work there
generated two abstracts of which she
was a third author and, with partial
support from an ARGSB grant,
enabled her to not only participate in
the annual conference of the Ameri
can Zoological Society in Seattle
where the papers were presented but
also to continue her research. Now
as a junior, Sue is awaiting publica
tion of another research paper she
co-authored and is looking forward
to participating again in the upcom
ing American Zoological Society
conference in Dallas in January.
Though her excellent progress in
biological research is unprecedented
at many other universities where, ac
cording to Sue, "you are lucky to get
near a lab by your senior year," it is
not uncommon at USD. Many other
students in the biology department

have been able to work in the labs,
co-author published papers and par
ticipate in professional conferences.
Only last year did another student,
Vicotria Villicich, become published
in the internationally prestigious
Journal of Experimental Biology as a
co-author of a definitive study of car
bonic anhydrase which disproved
many former notions about this en
zyme. In most larger schools, the op
portunities for these achievements
and the personal attention of the
professors are reserved exclusively
for graduate students.
For many motivated students in a
variety of fields, USD's smallness has
not meant less opportunity than one
might expect at a larger institution
with a bigger faculty and multiplicity
of departments. Undergraduates at
larger universities may have more
courses and professors to choose
from but, as Dr. Woodson points
out, the primary criteria for faculty
hiring, especially in the sciences, is

research as measured by the number
of papers published and the amount
of money obtained in government
research grants. Teaching, thus
becomes secondary for with their
publishing and research load and
their hiring/firing criteria, the pro
fessors are not motivated, paid or
have time to get to sit down with in
dividual students. This is not true of
USD where senior Bill Kohl, another
biology researcher and ARGSB
grant recepient, says the "attention
and enthusiasm of his professors for
the students and the subject" has
given him the initiative to undertake
research projects where he has
"learned how to Learn" instead of
how to merely learn memorization.
With USD's personal approach to
learning, close student/faculty rela
tionships and curricular flexibility,
smallness means more opportunity
for students in a variety of fields.
Through many campus resources,
students have been able to explore

their interests and/or finance their
projects. University work study can
be applied to labratory work or to
working for the various departments
where students can do research for
professors in addition to general of
fice work. Some faculty members
research is funded by University or
government research grants which
provide a stipend for student
workers. These grants have enabled
Carl Luna to aid Professor Cham
bers' research project of an analysis
of political trends in the Middle East.
Over the past two years Carl has
helped assemble a data pool of
events in the Middle East from 1948
to the present which has amounted
to over 30,000 data cards. In all
schools and most departments,
students are eligible for academic
credit for independent study and in
ternships. The Academic Research
Screening Board (ARGSB") pro
vides ASB funds for the materials us
ed in student research. These funds

have been used in the past six years
to finance a number of successful
student directed projects from an
underwater archaeological survey of
two shipwrecks off the Mendicino
coast to a study of the amnesia
following Electro-convulsive shock
therapy. One of the most notable
results of an ARGSB grant project
was a photo documentary on the
social effects of a downtown re
development projects by Sarah
Tucker. She spent 800 hours on the
project, took 2,000 color photo
graphs and interviewed prostitutes,
derelicts, elderly pensioners, poverty
striken individuals and private in
vestors in the redevelopment effort.
Her goal of "showing USD students
and the citizens of San Diego the net
result of their neglect and ignorance
towards this historical site" succeedad admirably.
"Applications for ARGSB grants
are now available in the ASB office.
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Letters To The Editor

Social
Chairman
Gets Full
Dear Editor,
The Sept. 11th issue of the Vista
contained a letter questioning the
policy of the cafeteria being closed
for the T.G. on that Friday. The
vehement essayist intimated that the
inconvenience of this action should
be attributed solely to Food Service.
The intent of this response is to
clarify that Food Service was not
responsible, but that the planning of
that event was the work of myself,
the A.S. Social Chairman.
At the T.G. on Sept. 11th, 1 was
having the football team introduced.
I felt that closing the food facilities on
campus would induce a large turn
out, thus encouraging student
familiarity with our team. As Coach
Bill Williams stated in the Sept. 17th
issue, "As physical as the game of
football is, the mental and emotional
aspects leading up to and during the
contest are of paramount impor
tance." This was the impetus for my
actions and if, in fact, I created any
inconvenience for some students, I
apologize.
In the future, I feel, it would be
more beneficial for all concerned if
the author of such a commentary
would first investigate, so that he
does not falsely accuse an innocent
party. Also, when the editor elect
needs a filler and submits a fictitious
commentary, it might be recom
mended that he employ real by-lines
rather than cower behind pseudo
nyms such as those of Mark Johnson
and Linda Wheeler. Even more
responsible would be an apology
from Mr. M. to Food Service.
If any students have questions or
comments concerning any social
events, please feel free to meet with
me and discuss them in my office (in
the student union).
Sincerely,
Steve Welch
A.S. Social Chairman
The letter that Steve Welch refers
to in the September 11th issue of
VISTA was written by someone
other than Linda Wheeler. The
reasons behind this were for the
author's protection. However, the
reasons are unimportant in that
whoever the author is does not
change the validity of the problem.
By Food Service closing the cafeter
ia, it only did what Mr. Welch
wanted. It forced students to attend
an event that they otherwise would
not have and most probably because
they did not want to. I believe this is
clearly a "Hitting them where it
hurts" tactic, in order to improve at
tendance at one of his own events
and that was wrong.
Sincerely,
Mr. M.

Bored of
Education

Contrary to Miss Schmit's head
line in the 9-17 issue, there is reason
for boredom at USD: The Vista!
Don't get me wrong, the entertain
ment section was useful, but dull!! In
fact, the publication, to put it kindly,
stinks!
First of all, the newspaper gives in
formation which any half-wit need
only open his student handbook to
locate. The devotion of an entire
page to the Board of Trustees, along
with a photo of an empty room, is
only one illustration of this sort of in
sanity. Honestly, how many stu
dents do you believe read the arti
cle? We spend five days a week
studying, we don't want to study
USD Historical Facts 101-A during
our off-hours. Okay, it's a
newspaper. So give us news, not

detailed data and figures we care
nothing about. I mean, who cares
that Reagan almost came last year;
or that Meese and Weinberger did
come to graduation? That's past and
really matters little to us new
students. You may as well give us
last year's volleyball statistics. Even
better, give us the ones from a
decade ago! It'd really be nice to
read something relevent.
Another problem — why does it
seem that the newspaper is controled entirely by the sutdent govern
ment? Why does the editor owe his
job to them? In my old school the
newspaper was autonomous. Here it
looks like the editor is afraid to say
anything that might ruffle the
feathers of the demi-gods across the
hall. Whoever made up the rule that
the newspaper should be under the
censorship of the government
belongs in the home for tthe imbecillic. Maybe the editor should be
selected by the staff itself, with the
approval of the faculty advisor. At
this point, all the Vista's good for is
the shreddings at the bottom of my
hamster's cage. Get it in gear!!
Sincerely,
N.U. Yee

To address the first accusation of
the VISTA being dull, I would be
amazed if a large number of people
didn't find the VISTA dull since a
paper cannot be all things to all peo
ple. We don't expect it to be. If the
paper does not serve you to your lik
ing, then I'm glad you found at least
one use for it.
I also believe that you should care
about the Board of Trustees, if you
care at all about USD. They have a
greater effect on your daily life than
any other body on campus. Again,
this is an example of where your in
terests differ from the persepctive of
VISTA's.
Our only direct affiliation with the
ASB is that of funding. We are hard
ly controlled by them. Our relation
ship with student government is the
same as any other club or organiza
tion on campus.
If you were so concerned about
the selection of the Editor, why
didn't you work to change the sys
tem when you were able to? In con
clusion, Ms. N.U. Yee, if you have
any legitimate suggestions, we are
still open to them.
Sincerely,
The Editors

Good
Sports
Dear Athletes,
I would like to take this time to ad
dress the athletes here at the Univer
sity. First off, I would like to say how
proud I am of your performance
thus far. I know we are in for a great
semester of exciting sporting events,
as evidenced by your past perfor
mances. Secondly, I would like to
offer my help to you in communicat
ing with the students. As Secretary
of Athletics my office is open to work
as a liason between the athletes and
students and, if need be, the athletes
and coaches. 1 could really use your
help and ideas on what we can do to
make this even more of a successful
year.
We have reactivated the SPIRIT
COMPANY, (Social Persons Involv
ed in Reactivating Interest in the
Toreros) and we hope to use it as an
avenue for creating livlier atten
dance, informing students of athletic
events, and promoting all sports
through every means available. The
greatest input comes from you the
athletes and we would like to have
one or more representatives from
each sport in the COMPANY to give
us immediate feedback about up
coming events, or how we can help
you out. The SPIRIT COMPANY is
open to all students and is chaired by
myself. We hope to be in unison at
all home games when we can, since

I stated in an earlier issue of the
VISTA, the attendance at sporting
events can be a tremendous factor in
the uplift of morale. If you know of
ways that 1 or the SPIRIT COM
PANY can help, please drop by in
the ASB office, in the bottom of
Serra Hall in the Student Union.
Sincerely,
Mark Tunney
Secretary of Athletics

What I Hate
The Most
Letter to the Editor:
Before I explode I have to get this
off my chest. Although I've only
been back at school for two weeks,
the things I hate the most are very
prominent. They are:
—The lack of consideration for
the students. Why must Physical
Plant cut the grass during lecture
hours when it's already hard enough
to hear due to a Freshman's stereo?
—Why they have to clean the
bathrooms' at ten when you drank
four cups of coffee at eight?
—The lines!
—The cafeteria
—Dealing with the "Fat"
—Jerks who wear varnet glasses
on cloudy days
—Wondering what the L-shaped
lounge looks like (is it ever open?)
—The Poli-Sci foreign students
who stand in front of the library and
talk about you in their own langu
age.
—Trying to figure out what na
tionality the foreigners are who stand
in front of the library
— Dean Colton
—The little guy on the intercom at
the TG's
—People who don't like me
—Those who don't give it up.
Thomas Nikral

All
About
Law
School
Come to learn how to get into
Law School, what to expect when
you are in and the opportunities
when you get out at the Law Career
Forum with Doris Alspaugh and
Nanette Oser, the respective Deans
of Admissions and Placement from
the USD School of Law, Irving
Parker, USD undergraduate pre law
advisor, Alums Judge Ernest Barenda and corporate attourney Sam
Marasco, and other experts on Mon
day, September 28th, at 8 p.m. in
the Moot Courtroom on the third
floor of the Law School.

Nat'onal

News
Briefs

WASHINGTON — As the end of the current fiscal year approaches
many state officials are skeptical of the impact of Reagan economic
policies to curb inflation. The concern of state officials is the extent of
budget cuts in social programs that are supposed to benefit the poor
Beginning October 1st the economic policies of the current administration
became law. The N.Y. Times wire service claims there are no estimates as
to how many people will be affected and that the interpretation of the laws
will vary from state to state. The Times wire service goes on to explain
tough opposition to Reagan's economic program is unwavering the
President has repeatedly asked people to wait for the results before criticiz
ing his approach.
AVAIL BEACH — Protestors spearheaded by the Abalone Alliance
continue in their efforts to shut down the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant near San Luis Obispo, California. Alliance spokesman have voiced
their purpose in closing down the $2.3 billion facility is a reasonable goal.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, writes the San Diego Union, is ex
pected to vote on a low power test permit for Diablo canyon. Protestors
are decrying that the ultimate effect of the by-products of the plant are a
threat to community interests and that the safety standards now enforced
are inadequate.
EL SALVADOR — As this Central American democracy continues its
battle against leftist guerillas President Jose Napolean Duarte of El
Salvador is visiting the United States in hopes of securing U.N. support
and additional economic and military assistance to aid his war torn coun
try. President Duarte said "the Salvadorean problem is a geopolitical one
not a local one. It is an attempt by the Communists to take over South
America." Duarte extended an invitation to negotiate with the guerills on
ly if they commit themselves to democracy.
WASHINGTON — Congressional debate continues over the sale of
AWACS radar surveillance planes to Saudi Arabia. On the program
"Issues and Answers" Secretary of State Alexander Haig remarked that
the Pack wood list of 51 senators opposing the sale of AW ACS to Saudi
Arabia is wrong in refusing the military sale with the Saudi's because the
defense of the Pack wood list "is replete with soft spots." Senator Bob
Packwook, R-Ore., heading a list of 51 other senators was encouraged by
the report that seven other senators, though not signing the list, were op
posed to the sale of the AWACS. Packwood and others are hoping the
addition of the seven senators will hopefully be enough to block the sale of
this sophisticated military equipment. Challenged by Senator John
Glenn, D-Ohio, saying he would go along with the sale if there was a joint
American-Saudi command, Haig replied that such a military arrangement
would "be a serious blow to the Saudi's sovereignty and national pride."
Haig points to prior colonialism by foreign powers and a "pervasive
American influence" as the reason for the Saudi's opposition to Glenn's
proposal.
FT. COLLINS, Colorado — On the campus of Colorado State Univer
sity the Federal government is storing the food of tomorrow. In a gray
building about the size of a football field all the known varieties of food
crops are being stored as seed. Because of agricultures dependence on
just a handful of wonder seed varieties to provide us with food and
dwindling arable land many environmentalists are viewing man's capacity
to provide for himself with growing skepticism. Paul Erlich the 'neoMalthusian extremist' of the late 60's and early 70's sees the increasing
genetic uniformity as the most serious single environmental problem to
day. With a worldwide reduction of cultivars, seed varieties, scientists face
a greater threat from diseases. If global food production is to stay in step
with population, scientists need to have access to the widest possible gene
pool for developing new high yielding strains that are resistent to disease.

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
*102 Bookkeeper — Involves work
ing in a La Jolla athletic shoe store.
Duties include keeping books, pay
ing bills, bank records, and bank
deposits. Business major is pre
ferred. Schedule is flexible, 20
hrs/wk., $3.50 to $4.00/hr.

months. Would be gathering signa
tures on a petition which is a referen
dum against re-districting. Must be
over 18 yrs. and an American
citizen. Work own hours in own
area, 50C per signature.

VISTAEditors

Robert Madden
Matt Piselli

Associate Editor
Sandy Sanderson

Assistant Editors
Gina Arcaro
Carol Damon
*2503 Video Game Attendant —
Two part time positions open for at
tendants to supervise video arcade.
Applicants must be honest and have
had experience in handling money.
Flexible evenings and weekends.
Rate of pay is $3.35/hr. to start.
*501 Receptionist — Would be
answering phones, filing and making
appointments in a local doctor's of
fice. Must be experienced in working
with the public and good typing skills
would be helpful. Hours are Mon.
through Fri. 3:30 to 6 p.m.,
$3.35/hr.
*2302 Temporary Petition Circula
tor — Several openings for a tem
porary job that will last from 1 to 2

Sports Editor
Marc Yaffee

Entertaiment Editor
Hilary Schmit

Photography Editor
Mark Ryland

Advertising Manager
Donna Garafalo

Staff Writers
Laura Stanley
Jessica Watson
Dan Smith
Colleen Delaney
Amy Hailman

Campus Notes
TOGA. TOGA, TOGA
Starting with a Bacchus Festival TG from 3-5, September 25th at the
Sports Center. At 7:00 p.m. in Camino Theatre it's "Animal House" kids!
Keep the toga on, there's a dance in More Hall at 9:00.
ASB/BSU Dance in the Student Union from 9-2 September 26th,
$3.00 public/$ .
USD.
Spanish Club activities to watch for include a film on Colombia on
September 29th and a Bake Sale, September 30th in front of Sena Hall
starting at 10 a.m.
An Interview Workshop with Jill Neal of Arthur Andersen & Co. will be
sponsored by the Accounting Society at 12:15, School of Business,
Room 120, on September 24, TODAY.
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How To Get That
—Lived-In Look—
h takes real ingenuity and an ar
tistic eye to create a personal
paradise from the alloted four walls
and window issued each student in
the fall. But USD students have
shown the spark it takes and in walk
ing down the various resident cor
ridors, past the half-open doors, one
catches glimpses of highly per
sonalized rooms — some with the
look of a model home, others having
a lived-in look.

precious table and dresser space);
stacking milk crates for records and
other items; army-style trunks,
which are great for storage, and
hanging lamps (there are some
gorgeous lamps in Tijuana).
A major space saver for those per
sons with sprawling stereo systems is
to invest in an upright stereo cabinet
These run in price anywhere from
$60 to $150 and are a fine piece of
furniture. Bookcases, shelving and

lights, softens the glare and adds
warmth to the room.
Some of the stores you may want
to explore for possible items are
located in the nearby shopping
centers. In Fashion Valley, you may
want to check out Deeda's Hallmark
Place for posters, Fan-ell's Ice Cream
Parlour for wall plaques and
Woolworth's for everything from
mirrors to plants to hammer and
nails. In Mission Valley, Golden

Your
room
(and
your
roommate's, if you have one) is your
home — in it you sleep, eat, study
and entertain — it is your bedroom,
kitchen, study and living room all
rolled into one. And making all these
activities possible in a one room area
requires more than just a hammer
and some nails.
If your room doesn't look like a
photograph from Better Homes and
Gardens, don't despair. There are
some people around that have and
their suggestions aren't copyrighted.
The semester has just begun and
your room can still become some
thing special.
One important element in dorm
living is to make the best possible use
of the available space. If you and
your roommate feel cramped for
floor space, look into making bunkbed arrangements. This not only
opens the room, but also separates
the "bedroom area" from the desks,
the TV or the refrigerator. Another
option is to place the desks behind
the beds, creating a sort of "office
student" area, separate from the rest
of the room.
Other space savers include hang
ing plants (which don't take up

utility tables also come in handy for
books, knick knacks, bathroom
toiletries and other accesssories.
Once you have the furniture in
place, what can you do about the
walls? Posters are the most common
response. They add color, vibrancy
and humorous or reflective mes
sages. Photo prints are another col
orful idea (several selections are
available in the bookstore). Other
items of interest include photo
spreads of family and friends, calen
dars, memo boards and baskets
(these, tacked on walls, are good
storage for letters, ribbons, jewelry,
notes, keys, etc. Lithographic prints
(which are sold on campus occa
sionally), macrame wall hangings,
inexpensive paintings can add and
oriental bamboo hangings add a
touch of class to a room which
seems lifeless.
Other items of decor include small
lamps (especially for those living in
Missions B). Lamps may be desired
to rid your room of the fluorescent
lighting and its unnatural effects. Old
Town has a variety of shops which,
in addition to selling a myriad of
knick knacks, carry colorful cloth
which, when draped over ceiling

State Fabric, Lynn's Hallmark Shop
and Thrifty's Drug Store all offer
items of interest to the amateur in
terior decorator. Places like Gemco
and K Mart are excellent if you are
looking for small tables or lamps.

Do you find yourself questioning your own existence?
Share your doubts with others at the Philosophy Club. First meeting
Tuesday September 29th, 11:30 a.m. in Camino 152 or call Dr. Mike
Wagner USD ext. 4705.
Presenting the Alcala Trio appearing in Camino Theatre at 4 p.m.
September 27th. USD/Senior Citizens $1.50; public $3.50.
ASB/Secretary of Academics presents: Law Career Forum. 8 p.m..
Moot Court Room (Law School) on September 28th. Free.
More Bull:
Sign up to join the fun by being on the BULLPEN COMMITTEE. See
Mike Lash in Program Board, or ASB ofice.

Some Students Elgible
For 100% Refund
by Sandy Sanderson
Students who reduced their
course load by dropping a class, and
who attempted to initiate these pro
ceedings prior to the first day of
school, may be eligible for a full,
100% refund, instead of the 80%
offered them by the Accounting Of
fice.
In order to qualify for the full re
fund, a student must have pre-registered and completed the process
before registration for freshmen and
transfers began in August. Also, the
student must be able to demonstrate
that he or she never attended the
course subsequently dropped.
A. student requesting to add or
drop a course during orientation
week probably was told by the
Registrar's office that the first day of
add/drop was Wednesday,
September 9th. Under current
University policy, once school com
mences anyone reducing their
course load is entitled to receive only
80% of the tuition cost.
The question of why a student
who makes an effort to drop a
course prior to the first day of
classes, and never attends the course
to be dropped, can only reclaim
80% of the cost of tuition was initial
ly brought to the attention of the
Provost, Sr. Sally Fury. Fury agreed
that such a student has a legitimate
concern, and referred this student to
the Office of Academic Serivces.
Patricia Watson, Dean of Aca-

TGIF

(Continued from Page 1)

this event, students are encouraged
to deck themselves in togas and pre
pare for an evening of Grecian
delights. Beer and wine will be serv
ed, although each student will be
served only one type of beverage.
The will be wine for approximately
150 persons.
Animal House will be show in
Camino Theatre at 7 p.m., followed
by a Toga Dance in More Hall at 9
p.m.

demic Services, recognizes the cur
rent refund policy is "one of these
things we have to take a look at."
Both Watson and Fury suggested
that if a student makes an attempt to
drop a course prior to the first day of
classes, and thereby reduces the
course load, the Registrar's office
should give the student a receipt en
titling him or her to a full refund that
can be obtained during the regular
period of add/drop.
"There's a glitch in the system,"
Watson concedes. This is one aspect
of the pre-registration process which
will be examined by the Administra
tion during the semester. Thus far
three students have lodged com
plaints with the Dean. Full compen
sation has been approved for all
three, according to Watson.
Any student who feels he or she
deserves a full refund for a dropped
course should make an appointment
with Patricia Watson in room 303,
Serra Hall. She wishes people to
know that there is "no intent to
cause a student financial distress."

Spanish Clubs Offers
Free Tutoring
by Sandy Sanderson
Students desiring help with
Spanish can receive tutorial sessions
gratis, courtesy of the Spanish Club.
"The Club hopes students will
come to us freely with problems,
questions, etc. that they may en
counter in their Spanish studies,"
Gloria Blanco, secretary of the Club,
remarked of the new service. "Our
tutors are fluent speakers who have
a background in both Spanish and
English studies." She also expressed
that tutorial sessions can be con
ducted in Spanish, English, or even
bilingually.
Gloria explained that the idea of
offering such a service has been
kicked around for quite some time
by Spanish Club members. The con
cept was first brought to the attention
of Dr. Marambio, Chairman of the
Foreign Language Department,
sometime last spring. Dr. Marambio

gave departmental consent to the
program shortly thereafter.
The Club then approached ASB
about a stipend. "Once they saw we
were providing a voluntary service
for all students who need help with
Spanish, they were willing to pay the
Club a minimum salary for the hours
tutors work," Gloria added. This
maintains an adequate supply of
tutors and keeps the services free of
charge for those students taking ad
vantage of the program.
This service is available five days a
week. Hours vary from day to day.
Interested students should consult
their Spanish professors for more in
formation or attend the next Spanish
Club meeting (12 p.m. Tuesday, in
the A.S. Conference Room). Tutor
ial services are provided in the Con
ference room, located in the Student
Union.

Seaport Village, located on West
Harbor Drive in San Diego, has
several unique shops. There is an
Art Bazaar which sells originals at
reasonable prices. Shops like
Fascination, The Magic Shop, The
Mugger and The Kite Shop offer an
array of interesting items to spruce
up any dorm room. Kites are a hot
item these days and make for a both
colorful and interesting wall decora
tion.
Crucial to the task of dormitory
decorating is experimentation and
flexibility. You should be willing to
try out new ideas whether it's con
trasting your rainbow collection with
your roommate's stuffed animals, or
your punk rock albums with their
shells from the Atlantic Ocean.
Decorating your room is something
you and your roomie can enjoy
together, creating a place you can
both call "home."

Zeta News
by Claudia Lanz
Sanity at long last has returned to
the USD chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha.
The sisters are proud to announce
the successful conclusion of the fall
Rush. Joining the Theta Epsilon
sisters are Sharon Brown, Lisa
Donahue, Sheila Newell, Arcellia
Tapia, Terri Villela and Michelle
Wiliett. The pledging ceremony was
this past Monday evening.
Some of the activities these new
members will be joining the Sisters in
will include the second annual
M * A *S * H Bash in November as the
Greek effort to fight World Hunger
through the Oxfam activities. The
chapter is also looking toward in
creasing our Service goals and
assisting the ASB Social Chairman
Steve Welch, with the TGs on those
occasions. The Aumni Association
has also asked for our assistance with
some of their events in the way of
ushering and other duties. A major

House Dance will be presented in
the Spring as our big gala event for
returning to the second semester.
The chapter that the new pledges
are joining consists of the following
members: Karen Barlow, Lucindy
Carmody, Mary Durnin, Liz Gem,
Suzie Gern, Amy Gibbons and
Margaret Gunn. Also members of
the sisterhood are Claudia Lanz,
Stephanie Leshin, Patti Lindhorst,
Laura McCormick, Coca Schubert,
Myra Spahr, Irene Sumaya, Debbie
van Allen and Terrie Woods. The
girls are joining Blair Cardinal as
fellow pledges.
Anyone interested in learning
more about this important part of
college life is welcome to drop in on
the Student Affairs Office and talk
with Barbara Schmidt in Serra 200.
The sisters are always interested In
answering any of the questions you
might have about our activities and
the potential it has for you.
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Seniors Seeking
Federal Employment

The PACE Examination (Profes
sional and Administration Career
Exam) provides you an opportunity
to compete for a wide variety of en
try level jobs in Federal agencies if
you have a college degree (applica
tions will be accepted from students
who expect to complete within nine
months) or equivalent experience.
Jobs filled through this exam are
trainee positions leading to advance
ment to higher-level professional,
administrative and technicill jobs.
Most jobs are filled at grade GS-5,
and do not require specialized
education or experience.
Some of the federal positions

most commonly filled through this
examination are:
Administration/Management Sup
port — Personnel Specialists,
Management Analysts, Contract &
Procurement Specialists, Budget
Analysts. Supply Specialists.
Claims and Benefits Examining —
Social Insurance Claims Examiners,
Veterans Claims Examiners.
Regulation/Compliance — Customs
Inspectors, Revenue Officers, Im
migration Inspectors, Quality
Assurance Specialists, Tax Techni
cians.
For specific information concern
ing the duties and responsibilities of

Pro-Life Coalition:
Alive And Well

by Vlnce Kasperick
Abortion is the hottest issue facing
America today. On January 22,
1973, the Supreme Court of the
United States made a sweeping deci
sion against the protection of the un
born child. This has opened all fifty
states to abortion on demand until
the baby is actually bom. Each year
over two million abortions are per
formed on helpless infants and the
figures are growing each year. The
Pro-Life group at USD and other
groups around the country believe
that the current ruling on abortion is
wrong. We believe that life begins at
conception and from the very begin
ning the baby is a complex, rapidly
growing human being with 46
chromosomes that are totally dif
ferent from either the mother or the
father.
The Pro-Life movement is as alive
and active today as it has ever been.
The 1980 elections brought to
Washington numerous Pro-Life leg
islators as well as our first Pro-Life
president in recent history. Hearings
on a Human Life Amendment to the
Constitution are already scheduled.
Although passage of this amend
ment is not likely in the near future,
the passage of a Human Life Bill
looks very promising. If passed this
law would declare that human life
begins at conception, thus protecting
an unborn baby under the 14th
Amendment.
USD's (own) Pro-Life Coalition is
currently preparing for another busy
year. Tentative plans include a film
followed by a series of speakers and
public debate. We also hope to
establish a speakers bureau. We will
continue to support Pro-Life condidates for office and work towards

the passage of Pro-Life legislation.
Our first meeting is scheduled for
Monday, September 28th at 7:00.
We will be meeting in the Multi
purpose Room across from the
French Parlor in Founders Hall. This
year promises to be as exciting as
ever. Come join us in our fight for
the Right to Life.

Haig Jeopardize s
U.S. Credibility

these and other positions, please
refer to the Federal Career Direc
tory, available in the Career Library,
Sena 300A.
If you wish to apply for the test in
the Western region you must FILE at
the following address between
September 14 and October 13. Fil
ing includes submission of Card
Form 5000-AB available from:
Personnel Management Areas Office
Federal Building
880 Front Street
San Diego, CA 92101
Phone: 293-6165
The testing period is from January
2, 1982 to February 17, 1982 The
PACE test will be held at the office
listed above. Applicants may be
scheduled for the written test in the
order in which their applications are
received.
THIS IS NOT A WALK-IN TEST.
ALL COMPETITORS MUST FILE
(SEPTEMBER 14 - OCTOBER
13) AND BE SCHEDULED IN AD
VANCE.
See Barbara Burke in the Career
Planning and Placement Office,
Sena 303, for more information.

Student Evaluations
Director Appointed
by Glna Arcaro
Last year a program was initiated
in hopes of benefitting students and
teachers alike. At the beginning of
this semester, ASB finally appointed
Greg Bart to be director of this project .
The program evaluted teachers
and their classes based on student
surveys, including letter grades and
comments by the students. Unfor
tunately, due to late publication and
distribution, the evaluations were
not met with the success hoped for.
Bart would like to see that chang
ed, and he has some plans in mind
to help the program develop further.
"This year we're going to strive for
100% faculty participation." says
Bart. Faculty unwillingness to take
part in the program was a serious
setback. There will also be changes
in the questioning process, along
with "technological changes in the
grading system to show a more com
plete picture," adds Bart.
The previous evaluations publica
tion was liked conceptually, but
faculty and students did not care for
the way it was exectued.
"Less than 100% coverage," was
one of the shortcomings cited by

Bart, there were also staff problems
to contend with. Plus, said Bart, the
timing was off; the publication came
out after it could have been really
useful.
\
Bart is starting to recruit a staff.
"We have been given an $850 bud
get per semester. That's only 1% of
the total scheduled budget," stated
Bart. That's one more limitation for
Bart to deal with.

iKsfc'

by Sandy Sanderson
President Reagan's willingness to risk the integrity of the United States
in the international community, in order to gain support for the largest
defense build-up in this nation's history, is clearly evidenced by recent
allegations that the Soviet Union is waging biological warfare in
Afghanistan.
Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig, Jr., speaking in West Berlin, in
the absence of conclusive evidence, alleged that the Soviets are dusting
Afghanistan with mycotoxins, otherwise known as "yellow rain. Because
they are produced by living organisms, mycotoxins are considered
biological agents. One variety of the potentially lethal substance has been
verified in one South East Asian nation. No confirmations, however, of its
usage in Afghanistan have been made by the Administration.
The "physical evidence," according to Haig, of mycotoxins in South
East Asia has been gathered from plants in Laos; none has been gathered
from Afghanistan or Cambodia, another nation where the Administraiton
contends biological warfare is being waged with Soviet involvement. The
only physical evidence of Soviet presence in Cambodia and Laos are the
Soviet planes flown by the Vietnamese.
Implicating the Soviets for the actions of the Vietnamese in these two
countries would be to enhance the culpability of the U.S. for the Israeli
bombing of the Iraqi nuclear power plant last June. Israel used American
manufactured aircraft in their preemptive attack on that facility. The only
similarity in either instance is that the U.S. is an ally of Israel and that the
Soviet Union enjoys the same relationship with Vietnam
Additional support seemingly implicating the Soviets includes
references to previous outbreaks of this substance in their corn and grain
crops. Mycotoxins can only be produced naturally in regions colder than
South East Asia, such as the Soviet Union. Another contention by the
Administration is that Warsaw Pact countries have been researching
biological and chemical weapons. Nonetheless, any pharmaceutical plant
is capable of manufacturing mycotoxins; but these plants do not exist in
South East Asia, according to the Administration.
Still, these contentions are based on evidence that is inconclusive. All
that can be expected from this is that Reagan may accumulate additional
support for the deployment of additional weapons systems; he may also
acquire a consensus on the need to deploy neutron weapons throughout
the eastern borders of Western Europe from our NATO allies. This may
even lead ultimately to the inception of a program aimed at developing
biological weaponry in the U.S.
The action the Administration should have taken is to instruct Am
bassador to the United Nations, Jeane J. Kirkpatrick to make a motion in
that body for the formation of a commission to investigate the possibility of
biological warfare being waged in regions of South East Asia. This should
have been done before, not after, allegations regarding Soviet involve
ment were put forth by the U.S.
Whether the Soviets deserve to be trusted or not, the precariousness
with which the Administration lodged these allegations, right or wrong,
against the U.S.S.R. may undermine our credibility in the realm of foreign
affairs.

ANNOUNCING
OPENING

¥
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PIZZA — FISHETTE — SANDWICHES

4104 Ashton Street and Morena Blvd.
San Diego, CA

Tel: 275-0321

OPEN DAILY • 11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

FOOD TO GO
Area's Hottest & Newest
Electronic Games!

This Coupon good for 2 Free plays
Pacman
Defender
Scramble
Gor F

Battle Zone
Phoenix
Missile Command
Galaxian

Free Popcorn with any play
4475 Mission Blvd. Crystal Pier Emporium
1 Coupon Per Customer____.»^.

ALL OUR FOOD IS PREPARED BY
EXPERIENCED PERSONS
DAILY FRESH BREAD & PRODUCE

10% Discount to USD Students

FREE DELIVERY AFTER 4:00 p.m.
WITH A RADIUS OF 3 MILES AND A MINIMUM ORDER

PUT OUR MENU IN YOUR LUNCH BAG & STOP BY TO SEE US
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Question
Of The Week
Question by Gina Arcaro
Photos by Mark Ryland

OF ALL THE PEOPLE WHO GRADUATED LAST
YEAR, WHO DO YOU MISS THE MOST AND WHY?

Pierre Sarkls
Graduate Student
History

/ I

"George Griffen. Because he was
smiling till the time, he was a happy
character and I like being around
happy people."

*

Left to right: Fr. Nick Reveles, Dr. Henry Kolar, and Professor Marjorie Hart

The Alcala Trio

The Alcala Trio, a faculty group, is
presenting a concert on Sunday,
September 27th at 4 p.m. in
Camino Hall Theatre. Admission is
free. Programmed is the Mozart Trio
*4 and Beethoven's "Archduke"
Trio. Members of the ensemble are

Fr. Nick Keveies, piano; Dr. Henry
Kolar, violin; and Professor Marjorie
Hart, Cello.
Following the program a reception
will be held in Founders Gallery
where an exhibition of photographs
by Ed weird Curits will be on display.

Guide To San Diego
Entertainment
Compiled by Catey Hurley
MUSIC
San Diego Sports Arena — Upcoming Events
Van Halen, September 29, 7:30 p.m.
Pat Benatar, October 24, 8 p.m.

DINING
The Spice Rack (4315 Mission Blvd). Excellent food at reasonable
prices. Their fresh-baked bread and muffins are the best.
Skinny Haven (4344 Convoy, just up Linda Vista). Super restaurant
for those who are watching those calories. Their diet ice-cream is almost
too good to be true.
Tom Ham's Lighthouse (Harbor Island). In our editor's opinion, this
restaurant is not to be surpassed, provided one eats at a window table.

It was the Deltas against
the rules... the rules lost!

Wine For
Thought

The University of San Diego
presents its second annual wine
tasting seminar, "A Vintage Ex
perience II," on six Wednesday
evenings from 6:45 to 9:15 p.m. in
the Board room of De Sales Hall
from October 7 to December 16.
"A Vintage Experience II," an ex
pansion of USD's Wine Forum, will
be directed by Mr. Dan Berger, wine
columnist for the San Diego Union
and San Diego Home/Garden
Magazine. The seminar is sponsored
by USD's School of Continuing
Education.
A registration fee of $85 includes
glassware, bread and cheese: in
dividual session are $18. For infor
mation and registration, call USD's
School of Continuing Education at
293-4585. Enrollment is limited to
40 persons, 21 years of age or older.
The six-session series will explore
the most popular varietal wines of
California, comparing them to wines
of other nations.

THERE IS A
DIFFERENCE!

Michelle Burgess
Senior
Art
"Dave Alessi. I don't know why
. . . Just because. Well, that's the
truth!"

"

'

'

Betsy Meyers
Senior
Business Administration
"Tracy Drake. She's so spon
taneous. Always ready to go (out for
a drink). She was my O'Connell's
buddy."

OUR

41st

Bucky Phillips

YEAR Js

Junior
Philosophy/
Political Science
"I don't miss anyone, I'm too selfcentered."

4
w

Skip Walsh
Director of Housing
"Hugo Cargnelutti. He was such an
active member of the USD com
munity (in more ways than one)."

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1S31

Visit Any Center
And See For Yourself
Why We Moke The Difference

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

NEW CPA

NATIONAL

LAMPMNV

THE MATTY SIMMONS IVAN REITMAN PRODUCTION

San Diego Center
2180 Garnet
Pacific Beach
(714) 270-6810

NATIONAL LAMPOON'S ANIMAL HOUSE »•<. JOHN OELUSHI TIM MATHESON JOHN VERNON
VERNA OLOOM THOMAS HULCE ond DONALD SUTHERLAND «
Produced by MATTY SIMMONS ond IVAN REITMAN Music by ELMER BERNSTEIN
Written by HAROLD RAMIS DOUGLAS KENNEY C, CHRIS MILLER Directed by JOHN LAN OS

For Information About
Other Centers In More Than
SO Major U.S. Cities & Abroad
Outside N Y. State

ANIMAL IMVM
A comedy from Universal Wctures

Song ANIMAL HOUSl

«L»«VY»Wt WQUftf ttCxJCOtOft* 1
|l>yo touno -ocm j- «0 RecoO fa looe- | |

CompOWXl ond Petormed OV STEPHEN OftHOP
K»<«>LOnW>|V«mOHou»
I
Doc. a
Tty>oro DOCAWH I

or. RtuOKM

RL»C"tS«MWD

R KJTWCTEIK*

CALL TOLL FREE

800-223-1782

Martha Crosby
Senior
Criminal Law
"Vern Ismen. 'Cause now I don't
have anybody to slap around. But
the alimony checks are nice."
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Freshman
Senatorial
-

Michael Chew
Hi, my name is Michael Chew and
I'm running for a freshman seat in
the Senate.
I'm going to try not to bore you
with a lengthy dissertation on what
an unbelievably great senator I
would be, nor will I show you a mile
long list of qualifications entwined
with pleas for your vote, because
that's not important and it's a waste

with politics. I just think that it's im
portant to know the candidates and
not vote for the person with the
busiest social calendar or the best
poster. All 1 ask is for you to take the
time to judge each candidate and
decide which will best represent you.

of your time. I'll make this as short
and concise as possible.
I believe that the position of
senator is an integral part of student
government, for it is the senator's
reponsibility to represent the views of
the students and that is exactly what
I intend to do, even if I have to raise
some hell to do it. I do not possess a
long list of campaign promises. In

fact, my only campaign promise is to
express j/our views and opinions,
and not mine. It's that simple. I
would really like to have the oppor
tunity to meet as much of the student
body as possible and let them know
exactly what sort of candidate 1 am.
I promise not to grab your hand,
violently shake it, throw on a Jimmy
Outer smile and talk your ear off

Thank you for your time and con
sideration.

equal voice in all issues on our cam
pus here at USD. The only way that
we are going to be heard is through
competent representation. I believe
that I have the qualities of leadership
and the ability to work with people
needed to get this job done effective
ly. I have also had a lot of previous
experience in student government
during my high school years
It has always been important to

me to serve others and to be an ac
tive member of the student body. If I
am elected, I will uphold an opendoor policy of representation by
listening to any ideas or complaints
that my fellow students might have. I
am an enthusiastic person that can
communicate and get along well
with everybody and this quality will
enable me to do this job effectively.
In conclusion, I would just like to

say that I am ready and willing to
work hard. I want our class to be
known as one that has a lot to offer. I
believe that I have the capability and
the character traits needed to repre
sent all ideas and aspects of the
freshman class. I hope to be
representing you this year . . .
Remember, vote LAURA SINA
CORI, your freshman voice in the
Senate.

plan to serve you. First, I would like
to get to know you so I can think on
the same level and see where you
are coming from. Second, I would
listen to your needs and gripes and
bring them before the Senate. Third

ly, I would carry out our decisions to
my fullest potential for the better
ment of the community.
I'm sure you've heard all of these
campaign promises before, but this is
all we can really say. So you look at

all of those speeches and are really
confused. But with your help I can
fulfill these needs for a better tomor
row at USD. So if you're perplexed,
vote for "TEX." Phillip "Tex" Pineda
for Freshman senator.

the Freshmen population in the
Senate meetings and to the Ex
ecutive Board. This type of position
requires a person that is outspoken,
responsible, dedicated, and caring.

Responsibility and dedication are

two equally crucial elements that
your senator must possess, because
it is only through his attendance at all
meetings that we, as a class, may be
properly represented. To be a res
ponsible and dedicated senator is the
key to my goal, a goal that I set in
high school where I first discovered
my love for student government.
Caring is the final necessary ele
ment, and it shines meaning on all
other factors. I am sincerely con
cerned about the general well-being

of the USD freshman class and with
the development of our school as a
great University. Being Freshman
Senator is my way of becoming in
volved in making USD a super place
for all of us. Any suggestions on how
I can better serve your needs or for
answers to any questions, you can
reach me at 574-9896, or stop by
412 De Sales. Please remember me
— Bobby Johnson — for your
Freshman Class Senator. Thank
you.

government. Any solution that has
ever worked has done so because
the people involved in the problem
made it work. In order to make our
school's problems work, the student
government needs input from a ma
jority of the students. I realize that a
lot of peple at USD couldn't care less

what goes on in student government
unless some problem specifically af
fects them. Therefore, I believe that
it is a responsibility of elected officials
to bring the government to the peo
ple. This ties in with one of my main
reasons for wanting to be a Fresh
man Senator. I get into talking to

people and sharing ideas and solu
tions.
If elected I promise to com
municate with our class about prob
lems before the student government.
I promise to bring your suggestions
before the government, and I pro
mise to do my best.

taken that experience with them.
The students presently involved here
at USD know what it's like and want
us to be able to fully experience with
them this great time in our lives.

Senior Class President. That one
year has left a mark on my life that I
will never forget. The involvement I
experienced with the administration,
faculty, and mainly the students was
unbelievable and this is precisely
why I am running for Freshman
Senator.

students are not happy, USD is not a
happy place. I intend to keep the
students happy, by being their direct
voice to the ASB representatives,
faculty and to the administration. If I
am given the opportunity to achieve
this goal, the University of San Diego
will grow and since we are the
university we will continue to grow
with it. I would like the opportunity
to make the USD community an ex
perience that you will want to
remember for the rest of your lives.

Laura Sinacori
Fellow Freshmen, Friends and
Countrymen, lend me your ears
... My name is Laura Sinacori and
I am running for the office of
Freshman Senator. The Senator's
job basically entails the responsibility
of being the representative for the
elass that has elected you.
The reason I am running for the
office is because I believe that the
Freshman Class should have an

Phillip Pineda
Hi, I'm Phillip Pineda from El
Paso, Texas (better known as
"Tex"). I'm running for freshman
senator for many reasons. My main
reason is to serve the student body.
There are various ways in which I

* Bobby Johnson
My name is Bobby Johnson. I am
a Business Administration/Pre-Law
Major here at USD. Last year I
• served as student body vice presij dent in addition to being vice presi
dent of the Garces' Letterman Club,
and a member of the Religious
Senate. My past experience has
enabled me to gain an understan
ding of student government that can
be used now to amplify our voice as
a class.
As a senator I will be representing

By nature, I am a very aggressive
and outspoken guy. This is impor
tant because a more passive person
could not be trusted to truly voice
our class's demands and/or ques
tions to the executive council.

Mike Miller

vS*1

I am running for Freshman
Senate because I would like to repre
sent the Freshman class in the
associated student government.
I believe that the problems en
countered by Freshmen on campus
can be solved by getting our class
organized and involved in student

Brian Matthews
I'm sitting on top of De Sales Hall,
concentrating truthfully on why 1
would like to become a Freshman
Senator. Parents, faculty and
students already involved are con
stantly urging us to become more in
volved with our school. Parents urge
us because they want us to get all we
can out of the hopefully four years of
college life we will experience. The
faculty urges us because they have
already finished their experience of
college, gone out into the world, and

My first three years at Mater Dei
High School, S.A., CA, I kicked
back and took it easy. My senior year
I started seriously thinking about
what people meant by "getting in
volved." Thank God it wasn't too
late. I ran for, and became, the

We, the Freshman Class, are the
largest portion of the student body.
The student body is and makes up
the University of San Diego. If the

Primary Monday
And Tuesday

Candidates Speak
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John Napoleon'
NAPOLEON is back, and running
for the 1981 Freshman elections for
senator: No, I'm not talking about
Napoleon Bonaparte, but me, John
Napoleon, an accounting major
from Chicago. Illinois.
Being a freshman at USD, I have
seen many traditions that I really like
and will continue if elected senator. 1
also realize that we need to look to

the future in making responsible
changes for USD, not only academ
ically, but also socially

year.
The TG's are a great tradition and
social event here at USD. With a lit
tle more effort, I think we can make
these even better.

The USD campus is beautiful and
I plan to keep it that way by support
ing all efforts to maintain this small
campus atmosphere One problem
that I believe needs immediate atten
tion is the parking situation. I will

work with the administration and
other involved personnel to resolve
this problem as soon as 1 am elected.
In this age of computers, USD
definitely needs to offer a major in
computer science. Hopefully, with
the help of students we can acquire
this major. 1 am open to suggestions
and will work with my class to bring
about further changes during this

Please remember me at the polls
on Monday or Tuesday, September
28-9 for the primary and Wednes
day. September 30, for the election.

Then it would follow that if in any
given situation the costs exceed the
returns by a substantial amount, the
project in itself must have originated
from a poor idea or lack in reviewing
thoroughly the cost factor as com
pared to the return factor.
However, we don't limit the cost
and return factors to just cash. A
good example of non-cash return
would be that everyone had the time
of their lives! People who didn't
know so many people to begin with

getting to know more and more peo
ple and gaining more true friends is a
return money couldn't buy. So that
would be worth having a few fund
raisers to supplement the deficit in
cash returns. An example of this
would be a major beach party campout every month. This is only an ex
ample, an example in which we
could weigh cost and return, and
evaluate by majority a positive or
negative conclusion. After all, if
elected, I will be representing your

best interest.
I personally find it relieving to stick
to basic general ideas and formats I
believe in, than to get into specific
detail of what I'M GOING TO DO,
because I think I'd like to do too
many things. Maybe Hst things I'd
like to do, but the question is 'can I
do it? Talk = Action. But I will tell
you I'm qualified, I'm open to all, I'm
realistic, but what's more is, I'm sure
of myself and sure of you. The
freshman class is biggest and best.

Freshman Senator was to become
more involved in the school. It's also
a good way to meet new people
which I enjoy a great deal.
It's difficult right now to state
changes or improvements that need
to be made because we have only
been here a short time. In the future,

1 am sure that we will run into quite a
few things that will need improve
ment. It will be your responsibility to
inform me of your ideas and opin
ions. It will be my responsibility to
make these views known to the ad
ministration.
Freshman orientation week was a

prime example of our class spirit. It
really promoted a lot of unity and
showed us a good time. This moti
vated me personally to want a pro
ductive and enthusiastic four years.
It is my goal to be able to promote
this enthusasm through the entire
school.

you will get, experience.
As a freshman in high school I was
a member of the Student Council
which partakes in decision making
for the entire student body. My
sophomore year I was class presi
dent which entailed getting my class
involved with all of the activities on
and off campus. My junior year I was
social director and I was responsible
for putting on the formal dances as

well as the informal dances on cam
pus. I also brought a change to our
lunch hour by having bands perform
on campus. My senior year I was
President of Student Council. We
passed new rules to benefit the
students and make school more en
joyable for everyone.
As Freshman Senator I will do my
best to get the job done. I am a
friendly person who will listen to all

of your ideas, criticisms and com
plaints that you might have and I will
do what I can to help. But I can't do
this without your help. So when you
vote for me, Johnna Matranga, you
not only get an experienced leader,
you get someone who wants the best
for our class.
So remember to vote JOHNNA
MATRANGA for Freshman
Senator.

am interested in what YOU want
and what YOU have to say. There
fore, I propose to have Freshmen
meetings once or twice quarterly
where all of us can get together and
share ideas and grievances.

Among specific issues I wish to
currently address involve Food Ser
vices. I would like to see the De
Sales Lounge open to all students in
stead of just upperclassmen (some
of us didn't even know De Sales had

a lounge). We also need more meal
plans to better serve our diversified
students.
We have a strong ASB and I want
to be a part of it. But I need your
help. Vote ROD STANTON FIORI

propose, what great things he will
accomplish, or maybe even how he
will promise to bring his fellow
classmates directly into the pro
ceedings of the ASB itself?

senator?
Actually, everyone has been a
senator in one form or another. We
have all taken a part in our high
schools in some way. Whether it be
sports, drama, music, or maybe a
service organization, we have been
involved. That is what counts, in
volvement. So just what is a REAL
senator? I believe he/she is someone
who can relate to his fellow student,
who can be on a down-to-earth level

with people, who can make the most
out of being a senator, no matter
what time, place, or reason. But
above all, I believe that a person
must have faith in people, that
together they can strive for anything.
We can be the best class this school
has ever seen, but we need your
help. USD is already the best school
there is, but let's make it better!
Your Senator,
JOE GILBERT

Greg Nottingham
My name is Greg Nottingham. I'm
planning to pursue a business career
here at USD. Then, after graduating
from USD, 1 plan to attend law
school and seek a rewarding career
in the political field. I guess you
could say that I'm the type of guy
who's very concerned not only with
the political power plays, the means
in which things get done, but the
'costs' which are inflicted with each
approval as well. Let's face it, we
can't get something for nothing.

Tammy Schmitt
I'm Tammy Schmitt and I'm from
Las Vegas, Nevada. I've gone to a
Catholic school since I was in the
fifth grade and 1 have really enjoyed
it. I have always been interested in
student government and getting in
volved in school functions. The
reason I decided to run for

Johnna MatrangaI am Johnna Matranga and I am
running for Freshman Senator. I
would like to represent you, the
Freshmen class, because I think we
have a lot to give to this school. We
are the largest class on campus and if
we work together we can get any
thing done that we set our minds to.
One thing we all want in a leader
is experience. When you elect me as
your Freshman Senator, that is what

Stanton Fiori'
FRESHMEN! We have the largest
incoming class in USD history. This
should entitle us to more privileges,
fun and representation. But we will
not be able to utilize this potential
without adequate communication. I

John Gilbert
What is a senator?
Is a senator someone who writes a
campaign platform to tell the voters
how many "Great Things" he has
done, or how many committees and
project he's been a part of, or maybe
even how much work he/she did in
their high school ASB?
Or is a senator someone who
writes a campaign platform to tell the
voters how many activities he will

Or maybe a senator is someone
who might even claim to get each
and every one of his classmates in
volved in some aspect of the school.
Is he a senator?
The question is: Just what is a

Runoffs: Wednesday
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Broadening One's Boundaries
TO: AD Executive Board Members
FROM: Intercultural Club, Amer
Othman
An international student, when
first arriving at USD, due to the lack
of an Intercultural Club, finds it dif
ficult to become involved in the flow
of social activities at school. It seems
that many other foreign students ex
perience the same difficulty.
This club of course, is not just for
the benefit of foreign students. It is
open to aD students and can benefit
the American student as weU. For
example, if a student is doing a
paper on a certian country he or she
could easily contact the Intercultural
Club and if a student is available
from that country the student could
get information which could be in
valuable to the paper. Thus we wish
to provide a common ground for
cultural exchanges, so that Ameri
cans and foreigners alike can gain a
better understanding and apprecia
tion of cultural diversities that exist.
A key function of the Intercultural
Club will be to greet new foreign stu
dents (perhaps if possible at the air
port upon arrival) so that the culture
shock that they experience will be

softened.
Some of the activities planned wiU
be an Intercultural Club barbeque, a
party and a folk festival which would
include food and cultural exhibitions
from as many anbons as are repre
sented at the school.
The budget proposal we pre
sented took the above planned ac
tivities into consideration. We hope

Glass
Course
Offered

Newest Campus Service
Makes Job Search Easy
Concerned about finding a job
after graduation? Now there's a new
campus service that can put your
resume in the hands of over 10,000
employers both here and abroad.
Career Placement Registry is the
new service's name and it is being in
troduced this semester on over
1,200 college and university cam
puses across the country.
CAREER PLACEMENT REGIS
TRY gives students the opportunity
to record their personal and aca
demic credentials in an international
direct-access database. Potential
employers are able to search the on
line system for any and all of the
following prospective employee cri
teria: college, degree, major/minor,
grades, occupational and geographi
cal preference, citizenship status,
relevant experience, language profi
ciency, and special skills.
The data students enter into the
CPR system is searchable via the
Dialog Information Service. Over
10,000 companies in 44 countries
currently use Dialog for information
retrieval. CPR enables these em
ployers to match the best qualified
candidate to any job opening.
Liberal Arts graduates, for example,
may easily be screened by personnel
directors for trainee programs

it is seen fit to accept our proposal as
we feel that if run properly, the Inter
cultural Club wiU become one of the
largest and most effective clubs on
campus, as well as a great source of
enjoyment for American and foreign
students alike. The unique interna
tional character of our University
makes this both possible and
desirable.

Modem stained-glass techniques
will be taught by Bill Hall at the
University of San Diego on eight
consecutive Wednesdays, Septem
ber 23 through November 11.
The class will meet from 7-9:30
p.m. in Camino Hall, Room 139.
For more information, call
293-4585.
Registration fees are $35 with an
estimated additional $25-$30 for
supplies. "Stained Glass" is spon
sored by USD's School of Continu
ing Education.
USD Security patrolling his "beat

through the use of the system.
For a fee of $8.00, students may
enter the CPR data base for a period
of six months. All data entered into
the computer will be returned to the
student for verification.
Later this year, CPR will be ex
panded to include college alumni
and executives who are or have
been in the work force. This will
allow all individuals to enter their
college credentials, work ex
perience, and desires for employ
ment. It will further enable present
students to continue and up-date
their CPR entry after graduation for
as long as they desire.
Initial response to CPR from stu
dents, college placement officers,
and corporate recruiters around the
country has been extremely favor
able. "At last," said one, "the career
field has found the technology to
handle professionally the exchange
of information." Declared a student,
"The $8.00 fee is less than the
postage I'd spend sending out
resumes!"
To obtain your CPR data entry
form, stop by the campus job place
ment center or write directly to
Career Placement Registry, Inc.,
302 Swann Avenue, Alexandria,
Virginia 22301.

"Update" Seminars
Continue
The seventh series of UPDATE Breakfast Seminars, sponsored by the
University of San Diego Schools of Business Administration and Continuing
Education, will feature eight consecutive Friday morning sessions, begin
ning October 2, 7:30 a.m. at the Executive Hotel, downtown San Diego.
UPDATE is presented each year to give San Diego business people an
opportunity to interact with USD faculty in order to learn the newest infor
mation and techniques applicable to business problems.
The schedule for the UPDATE series follows:
"Personal Decision Styles and Managerial Effective
ness" Phillip Hunsaker, D.B.A. Associate Professor of
Management.
October 9
"Competitive Bidding Strategies" Evan Douglas,
Ph.D. Visiting Associate Professor of Economics
October 16
"Before you Negotiate" Gary Whitney, Ph.D. Assis
tant Professor of Management
October 23
"Mergers and Acquisitions: The Rationale, Logic and
Practical Implications" Fred Bahr, D.B.A. Professor of
Management
October 30
"Making Japanese Theory Z Work for You" Ellen
CQok, Ph.D. Associate Professor of Accounting and
International Business
November 6
"Increasing Profits with Twin Plants in Baja" Joan
Anderson, Ph.D. Assistant Professor of Economics
November 13
"Real Estate Investing for the Overtaxed Professional"
Donald Helmich, Ph.D. Professor of Management
Science
November 20
"Productivity and Praise: Does a Pat on the Back
Really Do Any Good" Cynthia Pavett, Ph.D. Assistant
Professor of Organizational Behavior
Registration for the entire series is $115; series group rate (three or
more) is $100 per person. Individual sessions are $15. For further infor
mation, call the USD School of Continuing Education at 293-4585.

LOW MONTHLY RENTAL PAYMENTS
48-72 HOUR DELIVERY
100% OPTION TO BUY
WIDE SELECTION OF STYLES AND FABRICS
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

October 2

'Per Month, minimum rental requirements apply.
• • STUDENT DISCOUNT COUPON ••••

Af%Oi

/NEC ON FURNITURE RENTAL
WITH THIS COUPON

lU/O V/rr

Limit One Coupon per Student • Good thru Oct. 1981
Does not aopiv to already discounted packages

Oceanside

1719 Downs St
439-0711

San Diego

San Diego/Kearny Mesa

582-2981

292-6057

6195 University Ave.
Mon 9-8. Tue-Sat 9-5 30 p.m

4646 Convoy St

CORT sells Rental Return Furniture at 6157 University Ave. / 286-5914
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Toreros Stomp Stags 47-13
The University of San Diego Foot
and Todd Marella are all solid foot
ball team, overcame a brutal mixture ball players," said Offensive Line
of smog, heat, and questionable of Coach, Jack Duby. "Our offensive
ficiating, to blow Claremont off their guard corps of Craig Beaver, Bill
own field, with a resounding 47-13
Haley, Chris Graham, and Chris
USD victory, last Saturday.
Rosner is potentially the best group
"We were especially pleased for
we've had at USD, if they continue
our four year seniors, who had to improve," Coach Duby added.
never experienced a victory over
Sophomore Gary Holley contin
Clarement," said Coach Bill Wil ues to anchor the offensive line at
liams. "Secondly, we were thrilled center, and Mark Coitam (Crespi
for our young men because we gen
High) continues to improve and at
erally do not play well during the tain more game experience.
day-time in the Los Angeles area —
Tight Ends Mike Ledbetter and
and we overcame that stigma today.
Don Garcia "really got after people"
Our players gave a concentrated ef
at Claremont blocking for the run
fort, and no opponent or adverse ning game. "When Eric Wright gets
weather conditions were going to healthy, we should have excellent
deny them a victory," Williams con depth at tight end," said Wayne
tinued.
Porst, who menjors the Toreros's
The same team cohesiveness as tight ends, "Mike and Eric both have
last week's win over Redlands, lead good hands and Don is really an
to Claremont's downfall to USD. agressive football player."
The offensive unit, exhibiting a
Quarterback Eric Sweet passed for
balanced running and passing at 143 yards, connecting 12 of 20
tack, maintained ball control, keep passes, including several clutch
ing the potent Claremont offense off catches by wide receivers Ron Guz
the field. The Toreros defense forc
man and Mike Rish. Receiver Coach
ed seven Claremont turnovers.
Joe Amidon stated, "Ron and Mike
Running back Joe Henry com have consistently come up with the
bined inside power running and his critical reception for the last two
pass receiving abilities to chalk up 54 seasons and their play against Clare
yards on offense. Running mate Jim mont was indicative of their talents.
Smith, the Toreros fullback gained On five third down and long situa
65 yards rushing in 19 attempts.
tions, the Torero receivers made first
Freshman running back Bill Fack- down receptions, with three of these
ler and sophmore running back catches being sideline patterns, with
Jerome McAlpin, were impressive in Ron and Mike getting one foot down
reserve roles, while freshman full in bounds for key first downs.
back Rick Butler also drew praise for Freshman Mike Sears (Damien High
his blocking and running against the School) caught his first collegiate
Stags.
pass for a touchdown and Junior Bil
The Toreros offensive line corps ly Hamilton made a key reception in
saw considerable action. "The key to the third quarter. Senior Randy Repany victory is the productivity of penhaggen, Juniors Jim Reilly and
your offensive line and all of the Bill Vinovich also performed Satur
young men contributed against day at Wide Receiver.
Claremont. Tackles Kiha Tirrell,
Defensively, the Toreros were
John Amarillas, Steve Connolly, changing alignments and coverages

to confuse the Stag's outstanding
quarterback Dan Marconi. The
result: Marconi completed only 14 of
40 passes for 96 yards and had three
passes intercepted. (Free safety Dan
Herbert had two "pies" and Cornerback Cedric Roberson had one.)
The USD defense held Marconi, last
year's NCAA division HI passing
leader to just over 100 yards, under
his lowest passing yardage for any
single game last year. "The statistics
just reinforce what a great job our
secondary and linebackers did on
the pass coverage I'll tell you, when
Claremont did complete passes,
bodies were flying," smiled Coach
Bill Williams. "Just as important, our
defensive line kept the mobile Mar
coni from scrambling out of the
pocket. He killed us on seemingly
broken pass plays in 1980," Williams
continued.
Bruce Ognibene, senior defensive
lineman from University High and
Mesa College, drew praise from the
Claremont coaching staff following
the game. "He absolutely dominated
the line of scrimage," said Clare
mont Assistant Esper Kaiser.
"John Babinchak played noseguard against the Stags and his
outstanding play is even more im
pressive when you consider he step
ped in from his inside Linebacker
post to help us improve our pass
rush," said Devensive Line Coach
Lenny Rodriguez. Defensive tackles
Fitzhugh Dinkins, Rudy Angiano,
Andy Allman and John Couverette
also played with zeal against the
Stags.
USD always has an excellent line
backer corps and this proud group
played with great intensity on Satur
day. Outside linebacker Gary New
berry again played very consistent
football and offers tremendous onthe-field leadership and outside

linebacker Tracy Davis performed
well in his initial start, replacing the
injured Dave Westhem. Kevin
Brogan, Byron Roth and John
Trosko also played well aginst the
Stags. "Byron Roth exemplifies our
outside linebacker corps; he's not
very big, but he's very quick and he
will 'light you up' ", said Coach
Willaims.
Bill Thomas and Don Niklas com
bined to give the Toreros excellent
play at inside linebacker. "Both
young men played well; they love
the game and their wild-eyed, en
thusiastic play led to four Claremont
fumbles and numerous incomplete
passes. If they continue to improve,
there's no reason our inside line
backer corps consisting of Bill and
Don, along with John Babinchak,
Alan Leatherby, John Noonan, and
Rick Trasini, can't be the best crew
we've ever had at USD," stated
linebacker Coach Guy Ricciarducci.
In the secondary, seniors Dan
Herbert, Chuck Pillon, Cedric
Roberson and Chris Levine, com
bined with Junior Emmitt Dodd,
Sophomores Ray Stuberg and Craig
Carlyle, and freshmen Greg Stein,
Stever Bogard, Tim Bealieu, and
Tom Penick, continue to disrupt op
ponent's passing attacks. "We're im
proving steadily in the secondary
and Dan Herbert continues to quar
terback our coverages smoothly,"
said defensive backfield Coach
Kevin McGarry. "We were pleased
with our young men's enthusiastic,
aggressive play against Claremont."
The Toreros special teams domi
nated the contest, with freshman
Dan Lozzi place-kicker kicking field
goals of 20, 30, 40 and 46 yards and
five extra points, and kicking off con
sistently into the Stags end zone.
The Toreros, off to a 2-0 start,
travel to Pomona-Pitzer Saturday

night to face their toughest test of the
young season. Pomona always plays
inspired football against USD, and
Coach Williams came away impress
ed with the Sagehens after scouting
them last week. "Their team per
sonality is very similar to ours," said
Coach Williams, "they're very en
thusiastic and aggressive. They have
a balanced offense and really get
after you on defense and special
teams. Their defensive line and
linebacker corps absolutely shut
down Azusa-Pacific's running game
last week and their pass defense was
excellent. It will be a physical contest
and we'll need to be mentally and
emotionally prepared to be suc
cessful. There's no question they're
the most improved opponent on our
schedule."
Kick-Off at Pomona-Pitzer is set
for 7:30 p.m., as USD strives for its
third victory in a row and their eighth
straight win since last season's sec
ond half surge.
FROM THE SIDELINES: Offen
sive Coordinator's Larry Caudillo
play selection was outstanding ac
cording to Head Coach Bill Wil
liams. "I'd hate to defense Larry's of
fense; he's molded a balanced, ex
plosive offense to take advantage of
our player's talents" . . . Clare
mont's Coaching Staff said USD
running back Joe Henry really im
pressed them as a total football
player; Henry is closing in on USD
all-time rushing record . . . Runn
ing back Mike Duleany, injured in
training camp, may be able to return
in a couple of weeks . . . Quarter
back Steve Loomis is due back from
a shoulder injury, suffered against
Redlands . . . Freshman placekicker Bobby Lozzi has kicked 5 con
secutive field goals to break the old
USD record of 4.

Herrmann Hits
New Heights
He began playing at six years of
age, now, at twenty, Peter Herr
mann is the leading tennis player at
USD and ranked worldwide.
At twelve, Herrmann won the Na
tional Championship for the twelve
and under age group. He repeated
the victory at fourteen for the four
teen and under group, that same
year. USD tennis coach Ed Collins
became his teacher. That relation
ship has lasted for the last six years.
With Collins still coaching, Peter
travelled to Europe this summer and
played curcuits in Holland and Nor
way where he placed sixth and
fourth respectively. From his playing
experience overseas, Herrmann
gained thirteen ATP points which
ranks him approximately 375th in
the world. Herrmann's ranking
could be higher, and some see in
him the potential to make the top
50, but, Peter feels. "I'm at a disad
vantage with my world ranking
because I'm playing college tennis
fulltime." Points needed to increase
status in the ranking system can only
be earned by playing in Pro tour
naments.
The only other member of the
USD Tennis team to be world rank
ed is Terry Ward. Herrmann's room
mate. Ward earned three points
playina ;n Canada this summer.
Herrmann's most noticeable
characteristic is his height His

6'3V2" frame is tall by any standard,
but especially so for tennis players.
Of his height, which some in the
game could consider a handicap,
Peter feels, "It hurts in moving since
ground strokes are hit from a low
position but it helps in serves and for
reaching. It helps with power too."
Power is no problem for Peter since
it is estimated that he hits harder
than Jimmy Connors.
One of Herrmann's greatest mo
ments in the game last year came in
a match at UCLA. Peter beat the
player who was then the *1 ranked
college player in the world. He also

had a fourteen match winning streak
which placed him ahead of Scott
Lipton (who is now playing profes
sionally), for two months while Lipton was still at USD. Since Lipton left
last year, Herrmann has remained
number one.
Herrmann entered USD is a Premed major, but has switched to
History. As soon as he is out of col
lege, Peter intends to play profes
sionally.
Dr. James Moriarty seems to be
one of Peter's favorite teacher's, as
he will be taking his sixth class from
him this fall.
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Intramurals
Underway
Last weekend saw the beginning
of six different intramural sport
leagues. On top this year are Men's
and Co-Rec Football, Men's and Co
Rec Softball, Co-Rec Volleyball and
Co-Rec Soccer. This year's Men's
Football League is the largest ever.
There are 18 teams competing for
12 playoff spots. Last year's winners,
the Bushwackers are back and feel
confident they will win it all again this
year.
In Men's Softball, 13 teams are
competing for 8 playoff spots. "Last
Years Champs," as their name
describes, are also back ready and
willing to defend their title. As a side
note, their first game was a 16 to 4
victory over the Physical Plant
Bailers.
Coed Volleyball playing on
Wednesday and Thursday evenings
has 12 teams competing while Coed
Soccer has eight teams fighting for
four playoff spotts. Coed Football
returns 6 teams this year including
last years champs Creme de la
Creme.
If you have missed getting a team
into one of the leagues don't despair
as there are plenty of intramural
events still coming up. Most of the
events are in the form of tour
naments and will be held on Satur
days. Some of the tournaments in
clude innertube Water Polo, 3x3
Basketball, Midnight Bowling,
Singles Racquetball, Wrestling, and
Team Triathlon.
Intramurals are fun and a great
way to meet your fellow students,
faculty and staff.
For all the IM information you will
ever need, pick up a yellow IM Fall
Schedule at the Sports Center office,
the ASB office or the Student affairs
office. Specific information for each
upcoming event is located in the IM
boxes under the IM bulletin board at
the Sports Center office.

SPORTS MINDER
Fri. Sept 25
Mon. Sept. 28
Sun. Oct. 4
Sat. Oct. 10

SOCCER
at Mesa College
vs. Cal St. Long Beach
at U.C.S.B
at U.S.C.

3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Tues. Sept. 29
Oct. 3-4
Thurs. Oct. 8
Sat. Oct. 10

WOMEN S VOLLEYBALL
at Loyola
Cal. Invitational
At U.C. Irvine
Cal. St. Fullerton

7:00 p.m.
All Day
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Sat. Sept. 26
Sat. Oct. 3
Sat. Oct. 10

Sat. Sept. 26
Sat. Oct. 3
Sat. Oct. 10

CROSS COUNTRY
U.C.S.D. & Point Loma
Aztec Invitational at SDSU
at Point Loma, Cal. Lutheran
and Westmont
FOOTBALL
at Pomona
vs. Occidental
vs. Whittier

TBA
TBA
TBA

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

TEST WITH CONFIDENCE
TAKE THE UNIVERSITY
OF SAN DIEGO'S

LSAT
PREPARATION

COURSE

• Faculty includes lawyers and educators.
* Counseling provided both during course and after you
receive your L£.A.T. score.
• Extensive Classroom and homework materials
accompany lectures.

* San Diego course:

also offered in Los Angeles
nn*
/Ann\
Call toll-free (800) 223-2618
in San Diego area call: (714) 293-4524

and San Francisco.

For a free brochure call or write to: LSAT Preparation
Course. University of San Diego. San Diego. CA 92110
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X-Country
Runs In
Las Vegas
Last weekend the mens and
womens cross country teams travel
ed to Las Vegas to attend the Las
Vegas Invitational. In the womens
open competition, Ellen Hughes
took an impressive 8th place finish
ing strong and finishing a yard short
of catching the 7th place finisher.
Cindy Zack and Frances Harris
finished 24th and 25 respectively.
Coach Rick Russell feels all the
women ran strong and are running
very well at this point in the season.
In the mens competition Kerry
Barnsleym, Carl Stewart, Shawn
Delaney and Rick Strobel all finished
4th in their heats and received
trophies for their efforts. Coach
Russell felt this invitational was a
good "tune up" for next Saturday
when USD will be hosting their first
invitational starting at 10 a.m.
womens and 10:30 a.m. mens. The
course will be run through campus.
Traffic will be diverted for an hour
during the run by security. Both
races will be finishing up in the foot
ball stadium so come on out and
cheer your team on!!
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IM Softball
Tourney

Dedication Pays Off for
Volleyball Squad
by Sheila Wright
There is a program on campus comprised of women. It is organized
and executed by one man. Thousands of dollars tire spent on this pro
gram every year, including such things as travel and clothes. Some of the
women are on scholarship to attend USD, others are not so lucky.
From the cold and distant lands of Michigan, the thunderous country of
Nebraska, mountain ranges of Northern California, to the smoggy pits of
Los Angeles these women come. Married and single, from 18 to 24, tall
and taller, they comprise a group that has worked hard together now for a
month (and for a few, several years). Three weeks of that month were
during summer, the last days of leisure for the student. They ate together,
worked together and slept in close proximity. They have made sacrifices
and shown dedication to be part of this program. Several arrived,
registered and worked without the certainty of enrollment. One pair of
newlyweds said goodby to family, friends and employment to take their
chances here in San Diego. One woman was called from Los Angeles on
her first workday. She arrived that day, registered that week, and hasn't
gone back.
These women are volleyball players. Those last weeks of summer were
spent in the school gym, six hours a day, five to six days a week (depend
ing on Coach's satisfaction). By the opening of their first game they had
practiced together 100 hours, accumulated injuries, one tournament and
hot travel time.
Who are these women and what sort of athletic competitors are they?
You can decide from their own stats:
The Freshman:
Marcla McEvers: 5'10". Mt. Clemens H.S., Michigan. Volleyball
(VB) firstteam all league 2 yrs.; All County 2 yrs.; All State Sr. yr. Tennis
All league first team. Track All league; All County Sr. yr. Scholastic
acheivement award 2 yrs.
Michelle Rehrig: 5'10' Coronado H.S. VB Metroleague, second
team Jr. yr.; Metroleague, first team St. yr.; MVP; CSS.
Kim Crawford: 5'9'/2 Mater Dei H.S. Santa Anna, CA. VB Most
Insp.; Most imp. Basketball J.V. Most insp. Softball.
Cindy Wheat: 5'7" Torrey Pines H.S. VB First team D1F; First team

league; Best Defensive player; MVP 2 yrs.; Red shirt for San Diego State.
Transfers:
Kathy Lehner: 5'10" Samual Ayers H.S. (Booneys, Cal.) VB All
State Jr. College; All league/MVP 3 yrs.; Jr. National team; Athlete of
the year.
Eileen Clug: 5'10" Roncalli H.S. Omaha, Nebraska. VB All city first
Team Jr. and Sr. yrs.; All state first team Jr. and Sr. yrs.; H.S. All
American
Kristi Trunk: 5'11' Orange Glen H.S. VB Palomar JC: All league.
BB All league
Returning:
Liz Edwards: (Kidlett 57" ("a tall 5'7") San Clemente H.S. VB All
league 2 yrs.; Coaches awards; Orange county V.B. Club: first at
regionals.
Lisa Maner: 5'10" Mammoth H.S. VB MVP two years; First team all
league; Coaches Awards; Second team CIF.
Laurie Bakke: 5'11" Pasadena City College. All league three years in:
BB, SoftB., AND VB.
Cindy Edwards: 5'9" San Clemente H.S. Most insp.; Most Imp.; (A
sky jump).
Sheila Wright: 5'8" Coronado H.S. All modesty aside, I have
nothing notable to say. So sony.
Their season record now stands at 2-2, having defeated Cal State LA,
and the University of Oklahoma. Their two losses were to San Diego State
and a very close defeat to Cal State Long Beach. The hopes are high and
the enthusiasm absolute. The words most spoken by these athletes are
"potential" and "ya gotta want it!"
Your writer is in agreement. Having played for USD my entire eligibili
ty, I have seen many changes since my first year here. Without a doubt
this group of athletes has the greatest amount of potential and drive than
any other year. The communication is good, cooperation and attitude
positive, and ability substantial. The most exciting fact of all is the age of
this team. It is a young team, and whenever you get youth and talent, you
can bet on some great seasons ahead. Come watch your team play, and
make that home court advantage an absolute.

The Camino Corrupters defeated
the San Miguel Sluggers (18-4) and
the Founders Fighters (20-4) in a
great upset on September 12th dur
ing the first annual Women's Softball
Tournament. Highlights of the game
included homeruns by Kathleen
Schwartkopt (C.C.), Michele Steger
(C.C.), Tina Burke (C.C.), Laura
Geraci (C.C.), Viola Uribe (C.C.),
Kathy Whitaker (F.F.), and Maureen
Sullivan (S.M.S.). Other standouts
included the Camino Corrupters
Coach Kathy Raskob, rookie Mona
Siksek, Carol Brennan, Kim Gage,
Lorraine Cordova, Tatiana Jaimenic, and Robin Randall.
If you haven't already done so,
please sign up for the next "Defend
Your Honor Tournament." Informa
tion will be posted in your dorms as
to where you sign up. No experience
necessary.

Swim
Meet

Today is the last chance to sign a
team up for the IM swim meet this
weekend. Teams must consist of two
men and two women. The events in
clude two relays and six individual
events. The individual events are the
50 fly, 50 back, 50 breast and 50
free. The IM swim meet will be held
this Saturday, 9/26, at 11 a.m. at
the USD swimming pool. See the IM
information flyer at the Sports
Center office for further details.
Attn, prospective Softball
players, please attend meeting
on Monday, Sept 28 at 3:00
p.m. in football office at Sports
Center.

JOHN MORRELL DIDN'T
BECOME ATRAINEE AFTER COLLEGE.
HE BECAME A MANAGER.
"As Executive Officer of the
Army's Offense Lingua ye Insti
tute at Monterey, California,
I'm responsible tor the housing,
feeding and well-being of 500
students And that's nosmall task.
I manage an annual hxxl budget
of over a million andahalfdollars.
And I'm accountable for five
million dollars worth of property.
"I always wanted to do some
thing that would allow me to have
a constructive impact on people's
lives,' saysJohn. "That's why I be
came an Army officer. This way.
I'm Kith a leader and a manager.
"On top of managing money,
I also supervise a staff of 24
people. And each one has unique
problems that 1 have to handle
on a daily basis. You better believe
the leadership and manage
ment training 1 received in Army
ROTC is paying oft.
Taking Army ROTC is
a great way to prepare for being an
Army officer In ROTC. you
develop poise, stamina and selfconfidence—the three trade

marks of an Army officer.
There are other gixxl reasons
for taking ROTC, tixi. Like
scholarship opportunities And
financial assistance—upto$l,000
a year tor your last two years
of ROTC.
But most ROTC graduates
will agree that the best reason is
the commission you'll earn
along with your college degree.
So if you want a job after col
lege that offers real challenge and
real responsibility, do what John
Morrell did. Take Army ROTC.
And begin your future as
an officer.

FOR DETAILS CONTACT
CPT. JIM WELLS
AT
265-4943

ARMYROK.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Dearest Bambi, 1 never thought
married life would be so good. And
Whatta cook! Hot dogs with Chili!
Soon we'll have "that house" in the
mountains that we always dreamt
about. How "bout some hot choco
late with marshmallows later on. I
will love you forever — that will
never change. Yours forever,
Herschel.
Sweetest Prince Herschel, Mother
never told me! I'm sorry I stayed in
the bathroom so long, yet you were
so patient and gentle after ali. Would
you like Swanson's Hungry Man
Dinner on Friday or Celeste's Pepperoni Pizza. Your darling, Bambi.
Tony, I hope the trip was every
thing you wanted it to be. Gonna
miss having you around this year.
Robert.
Ron, you better come down and
see me, so we can hit the
Lighthouse. Sketches are awesome.
Bob.
Leslie, Whittier College never
looked so good. The dorms will
never rest. Love, Robert.
Chris, Maureen, Greg, Ed —
BEWARE! Hooper is looking for
you. There is no escape.
Sally, we gotta get that damn
'vette back, cause all we know is rac
ing in the streets. The back door
slams, I'm out on the street, the only
thing that sways are those crrrazy
hips of his. "I have lusted in my
heart." The Lady Di ring is gone and
so is that stigma. It's me, Sue.
Goggles, Now you really can dive
deep, can't you? Just come up to the
surface now and then for some
Water Leaf? Water Lily? Water
Lizards? Water Lollypops? WHERE
ARE YOU EYES?! In the same state,
the other one on the balcony.
Future Shipmate, 5 years before
the mast? Of course! But I'm bringing
my frosting, stereo and you supply
the seeds. Yes, you can wear your
boating shoes, I'll wear my Tretorns.
Sailing for now in a BMW.
To Greg Meyer: Prepare to pay!
The Broncos are gonna suffer this
Sunday. Love, a CHARGER Fan.
A GRUNION is a fish out of water,
and fish out of water don't live too
long.
Clance: Now that we've appeared
at our first USD party, does that
mean we can be seen with you?
Signed, Two PREVIOUSLY un
social R.A.'s.
Know what comes between me
and my CALVIN's? Revenge.
I never did officially thank you for
helping me buy my new red toy. "It's
an investment." So, officially,
THANK YOU. I'm really not as
complex as you think. How could I
be if 1 ride everyday. Signed, Eric
Heiden.
Dear Mark and Bill, I love you
too, just want 'til 1 show you how
much. Kath.
Lone Ranger: Diserata . . .
Diserderada . . . Disderata . . .
Disrada . . . o.k., so I'm still think
ing. Tonto
Melting ICEBERGS don't scare
me: but just remember . . . where I
come from, when it rains ... it
pours.
Gabby, the surfs up but not in the
dome. Could be a long winter.
Possibly you'll receive some brighter
rays. If not, drink more Nyquil. Sign-,
ed Bored on the Hill. But I can sea
the ocean.
Fred, "Don't Shoot!" Your
Neighbor.
Tony M.-Piagg, Why must you
hide in the tunnel of darkness? Why
must you be so dark? Why must you
be? Oh, wait, I remember.
You're gonna RATHER BE IN
TUCSON by the time I get thru with
you.
Tonto: can your bed fit out the
window? Don't worry — I'll find out!
The L. Ranger
Joyner, You go deep and I'll hit
ya. Will anybody stop the Todd to
Clark combo? Just remember, when
in doubt: Go Deep!
502: My name is Bill and I'm a
head case. My best friend's girl and
Martha's Vinyard? Nomad.

Personals

Hey Rabbit, how's it going? Hope
your legs are ready for hopping this
weekend! Leroy
Sheri Hirsch — Congratulations
on your recent achievements. Hap
py Homework!!!
Anne Baby Winters, You are
finally old enough to play in the big
leagues — COOL — Happy Hours
here we come. Love, Mary Anne,
Katie, Lauri, Betsy and Mary
To all those concerned: Talk
about getting by with a little help
from your friends! 1 owe everything
to you all To those who stuck by
through it all: Thank you. Love,
Barrabas
Hey drug dealer, don't fool
around in court next time — The
Judge
Mark Moffatt — "roses are blue,
violets are red let's keep in touch
even if hiraldo is dead." Be there for
quite the hardcore party Saturday
night at our place. We'll even play
"The Go Gos"
Tom, now you'll really experience
"The Darkness" I guess there just
ain't no forgetting ....
What's new pussycat? Certainly
not me. Guess your love was chit
chat and never meant to be. People
say your quite a rat — that fits you
appropriately. But baby even more
so I'd say your history . . . especial
ly on the volleyball courts — give it
up!! Rejoicingly Freed Wench
Monkey . . . You Whooo. They
cut your tail and shaved your hair,
leaving you completely bare. But
despite what they could do, you'll
always reek of monkey poo. The
Chinese Princess
MTUNNEY - Token 10 fits into
calendar on the 26th. Time for a kid
nap, ASAP. Love, Triana
TRIF — Will you be UP in time for
the honeymoon. From your literary
co-conspirator.
Tim Erwin: Oroonoko and the
work "design" will never be the
same. We all have good intentions.
Mia. Normalcy reigns in the minds
of the sick. If you ever get lonely,
you know where to find a friend.
Demon.
Weapon, I'm glad you are home
where you belong. Missed you. Nice
shorts you had on on Sunday, airconditioned, no less. NOMAD
WANTED: WIFE able to make
and raise five babies, keep my
clothes clean and pressed, clean
house, cook, take out the trash, feed
and take care of the dog, last but not
least, balance the checkbook — res
pond through the Vista office — FF
E-Z eight, don't brothers send per
sonals anymore? SIS
Matt, all I am saying is give place a
chance — John L
Joyner, All I'm saying is that I
gave your M R a chance last night
Happy Birthday Munchkin Mary!!
The 28th is the date, let's party till
dawn!
Bobby C., 1.5!!! Have fun on duty
tonight, K. Moon
Evers — 21 and on her own??
Now we can all get together and
leave some people behind for one
night. Thanks for being such a bud
dy — Love you — Sequin buddy!
To BRC: Thanks for the Pepsi and
the three hour rendezvous. You are
precious. Lots of affection from your
dear friend — moi
Bear, Linda, Neeta, you are the
best roomies (semi-roomies) a per
son ever had. Thanks for making me
feel so apart of you.
Fletcher, 1 reckon a little bit of all
of us died in that damn war — Josie.
Cub, speak to me Black Jesus and
send me forth into the realm of
everlasting darkness and streets of
shadows. I await the command of
the master. Anthony M. Piag
Roadrunner — You made it! It's
your senior year! We've got the en
durance to make it through all the
good times (and the bad times that
others screw up, too!) I'm looking
forward to road trips, green M&Ms.
lotsa male eye contact, no home
work and a great suntan with bales of
giggles to smile through it all!! Seacliff
DAVE YOU KNOW WHICH

ONE 1 MEAN: Battlestar Gallactia
and Space Invaders have landed —
Pods and little green guys are in
vading! Let's decorate their space
ship and send out for Irish coffee for
them alt Thanks for a fun nite —
signed. Pat Benatar and the Go,
Go's
Mary Ann — The residents of
SRA Phase B want you to know
they love your blue robe during the
fire drills: but most of all we love
your master key that lets us all back
into our rooms! Thanks.
Irish — I'm so glad that you are
my third roomie, except 1 never see
you. Come by soon? We'll make
you dinner!
To Rutledge and Wilson — Is your
toilet leaking yet? Much love your in
cognito agent 007.
Shannan — Life is a pain
sometimes, but remember the good
times and try to forget those bad. I'm
glad you are here with me. Moms
are hard sometimes, but you've got a
sister.
Vince — Do you really think class
can be bought? Good luck
Arthur (JT), Beware your time is
coming Revenge is sweet.
ps, 1 can't even begin to express
my deepest gratitude, and sincere
appreciation for your thoughtfulness
in purchasing that stunning shirt for
me on Saturday. I will treausre it
always — TTFW
Becky — We still have Fozzy but
he's fading quick — The Bearnappers
Eve — Happy 21st birthday,
September 26th, enjoy!!
Toy Baby with Arms: I thought 1
had finally risen from out of the
darkness but nooo. I'm back in this
office and am sinking fast. What are
the choices again? Your worthless
Photographer.
Good luck this Saturday "s 12,
27, 60, 38, 41, 83, 88.
Seedy, What happened to all of
your diving? How long can you last
without your mother's little helper.
Three minutes? When will you eat
real food? The party is over. Demon
If you're perplexed, vote for Tex.
Piggies, did you like playing in
that wet-sticky mud? Will the
darkness continue all year? Oh what
goes on in those sick-sick minds
Nomad.
Scumhill, I like your boat. You do
please me — keep it up. maybe one
day a double? Wouldn't it be nice??
Ken baby, now you have a per
sonal!!!! only took you one year.
Your secret admirer.
Large Piagg, You worthless Pig.
Start supplying your own "stuff' Pig
or we could lose you forever ....
Craig C, Roses are red, Violets
are blue, Chrissie is true, You better
be too!
Princess, I'm glad you are back
down with all of the sick decadent
peasants. We missed you. Did you
happen to drive by Riley & Goshen
last Friday? CP
To Mr. Red Alpha Romeo, (you
know who you are) What a car!! Sell
it PLEEZE. See you later. A Tower
of Power Fan.
Gene, Shelley, Angela, Karen,
Nice party last Friday! Had a great
time. By the way, who called the
cops?
Alias Ralph: How much can you
eat? Serious Poppy Seed Death is
coming soon. Worthless.
Holber: Thanks for all your con
tinued support. We'll soon be in
Africa bathing elephants. Love you.
Our Ex-Princess: How many
more back door exits are we going to
have to cover for? It's getting on my
nerves, guddemmit — Weak
Frecklehead, If only it didn't hurt
. . . I'll do it. but I won't like it.
Bitsy — Forget that HTH and
snag that CBC guy before he
become BMOC that could be R & I
but remember no PDA
Triana — for my eyes only,
ANYTIME!!!
Dear John who swigs Colt 45
Talis at TG's — Long time no see,
who's winning at ping-pong — you
or Chris? Signed, short but cute.

Tom P.
Don't your feet get cold in the
wintertime. The sky's not blue and
the sun won't shine, it's hard to tell
the nighttime from the day. A1NT IT
FUNNY HOW THE FEELING
GOES AWAY?
Rick
Dearest Maria, you know you're
loved. Happiest 20th ever. Love,
the Terrorizing Trilogy on Riley.
Maria B. Congratulations on No.
20. Don't short change yourself.
You're the best!

Writing Clinic
Offers Help
Tutors are available in the Writing
Clinic for students who want help
with the thesis, outline, organization
and synthesis of their papers. The
Writing Clinic is intended to help
students with competency skills such
as grammar and format, but more
importantly, the goal is to stimulate a
fresh point of view and a confident
attitude toward all writing
assignments.
Since writing is a reflection of
thought, tutors in the Clinic want to
help each student initiate ideas, to
clothe ideas in a form that reflects in
dividual style, at the same time
adhering to the conventions of punc
tuation and paragraphorganization.
All writing can be approached
creatively; therefore, students from
all departments — not just English
— are encouraged to fnake appoint
ments in Camino 181. Hours are
from eight in the morning until eight
in the evening, Monday through
Thursday. Friday hours are from
eight until three, Saturday eight until
two and Sunday eleven until three.

There will be an open meeting
to discuss USD's General Educa
tion foreign language require
ment from 12:15 p.m. to 1:15
p.m. on Tuesday, September 29,
in H106. The meetng is spon
sored by the subcommittee on
Basic Skills of the General Educa
tion Committee (which is com
posed of faculty, students and
members of the administration).
Everyone is welcome.

Students:
From now on, in order to call
the library, Dial 291-6480 and
ask for extension 4315. Tou can
not dial 291 and then the exten-

Classified
Anyone interested in getting on
that road to stardom may gain the
exposure they need by performing
in the BULLPEN. Whether it be
singing, playing an instrument, do
ing comedy or whatever — please
contact Mike Lash in BULLPEN for
details.
Having a birthday party soon?
Celebrate it right with a special birth
day announcement! Skilled an
nouncements in the Cafeteria or at
your room for cheap. Call 295-0613
ask for the Birthday-Man.
Roommate Wanted: 2 bedroom
apartment, non-smoker, close to
campus, female preferred. Call
296-5719

IT'S PERM TIME AGAIN!
SAVE ON OUR
VERY BEST PERM!
Regular $48 and $55
NOW ONLY $32*
•Includes PRECISION HAIRCUT, CONDITIONING,
BLOW DRY
or SET, PLUS FREE HAIR CONSULTATION
a week after perm.

ALL FOR ONLY $32
(Long Hair slightly more)
GUYS AND GALS
CALL NOW FOR APPOINTMENT
298-5640
SHEAR BEAUTY
298-5640 (714)

5355 Napa St.
San Diego, CA 92110

